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Angelou: Staying Organized

In an effort to stay organized and to

quit reinventing the wheel as each

ATP event approached, Angelou’s

parent ATP Co-Chair put together an

“ATP Operations Manual”. This

manual includes everything an ATP

Chair or member would want to

have accessible including the

following: event details, surveys,

teacher letters, flyers, parent

ambassadors instructions, ATP

membership information and more!



Captain Gray: A Fun Wrap Up! 

ATP meetings at Captain Gray always end with a

drawing. Several lucky attendees are sure to walk

away with a small token whether it’s a game, a book

or a bear (Valentines Day), these small thank yous

are always well received. By having attendance

incentives, ATP leaders ensure parents have fun, are

thanked in a creative way, and have a higher

likelihood of returning to the next meeting!



Chess: The Perfect Pair-Up 

A Lutheran Services representative recently

shared all about the agency’s counseling

services at a Chess ATP meeting. This special

topic was a great segue for the school’s

counselor to also speak about her role and

the resources she provides. Have you

considered reaching out to experts outside

of and within your building to share

resources to parents? This is an example of

an NNPS way of engaging parents at your

school via the “Type 1-Parenting” type of

involvement.



Chiawana: District Updates for ATP  

One way to keep your ATP connected to district

updates is by having Booth Building guest speakers

provide information such as Levy facts at a

monthly meeting. Thank you Captain Gray,

Chiawana, Livingston, Markham and all other

school ATPs that provided this opportunity to their

teams!





Curie STEM: One Meeting, One Agenda Item

Sometimes the hustle and bustle keeps us

so busy that before we know it, time is

running out for all of the ATP events we

hoped to put on. In an effort to do some

very informed planning and looking

ahead, Curie’s ATP leaders spent one

winter-time meeting to really look at the

rest of the year’s events with the team.

The team gained information, created

understanding and made collegial

decisions with ease at this mid-year

reflective meeting.



Emerson:  Communities in Schools  

The following three Pasco schools have a Communiies in

Schools site coordinator: Curie, Emerson & Robinson. A

HUGE thank you to these schools for reaching out to your

site coordinators and inviting them to be a part of your ATP!

• Serve as a community resource to the school and staff by sharing

information and supporting school-wide activities such as school

orientations, open houses, and parent events. May facilitate

volunteer outreach and inviting resources to the school like:

dental mobile, 2nd Harvest, reading programs, etc.



Franklin STEM: The Power of Thanks
Saying thank you is a way to show appreciation,

gratitude, and conveying that an action really mattered

to you. A recent ATP & PTO joint meeting showcased a

tri-fold presentation board full of handwritten thank

you messages from staff to this unique group. A bowl

of popcorn and cookies were included with the thank

you for attendees to enjoy at that evening’s meeting.

This simple gesture made a positive impact as

evidenced by the smiles for the thoughtfulness.



Frost: PEAK! Partners Extraordinaire

Apple Valley Dental (AVD) recently

brought teeth cleaning information to

a Frost ATP meeting and they also

brought a bunch of AVD swag to share

with parents! All who attended walked

away with tips on when to visit a

dentist, how much toothpaste to use

each time they brush, along with

other suggestions to keep their pearly

whites healthy!





iPAL: Pi (Pie) Anyone?

Pi Day is celebrated on March 14th around the world,

including at our very own iPAL! Recent ATP meeting

agendas generated activities to offer all K-12

families that would attend the upcoming daytime

event. Attendees would partake in activities such as

estimation jars, logic puzzles, metric measuring, Pie

Face! game and more. The snacks, course would be

nothing other than pizza and pies!



Livingston: Ask & Ye Shall Receive

Snacks at meetings are usually well received, right?

Most people who attend a meeting want to have a

task or want to feel that they are contributing

somehow, right? With that in mind, Livingston ATP

leaders recently provided an opportunity for

members to bring snacks to upcoming meetings.

What a great way to share responsibility with other

team members!



Longfellow: In-House Update  

A great example of a “Type 6” practice recently

occurred at Longfellow where an update was given

regarding the community partnership via the 21st

Century afterschool program. Parents learned all

about this opportunity for their students!



McClintock: All About Partnerships!

McClintock + ATP + PTO + Radio KZHR + Community = Awesomeness

This daytime event will be chockfull of activities, vendors and fun.





McGee:  Gratefully Yours…

A recent Read Across America

event provided students the

opportunity to hear guest

community celebrities read them

a book (Juneteenth royalty, radio

DJ, Tri-Citian of the Year, etc). In

keeping with the event’s theme,

guest reader will receive a class

autographed Dr. Seuss book, and a

photo keepsake from the event.



McLoughlin: A Principal’s Minute  
ATP meeting agendas at this school

have a designated “Principal’s Minute”

worked into them. This provides ATP

members an opportunity to hear

updates ranging from testing to

funding and an opportunity to ask any

questions that only an administrator

may have an answer to.

Dominique Dennis 

Principal



New Horizons: Local Author Visits

For the past several years, this ATP has coordinated local

author visits during the school day. Authors stop by

classrooms, speak with students about the trade and are

thanked for their time via a lunch compliments of the school.

This year’s visits include an author who wrote a story about a

therapy dog, and she will bring the dog with her to NHHS! If

you are looking for local authors to enhance any reading

event at your school, ATP Co-Chair Jessie Kurtz is willing to

share contact info with you!

Jessie Kurtz

New Horizons High School

English Teacher

jkurtz@psd1.org

x4922

mailto:jkurtz@psd1.org


Ochoa: “Bring It!” 

Ochoa’s principal encouraged her ATP parents to

invite and to bring a new parent to the next meeting.

A few took her up on that challenge and at the March

meeting, Mrs. Ramirez handed out coffee and movie

gift cards to those who did. What a great growth

strategy!





Pasco High:  The Bulldog Way 

Pasco High staff take the responsibility of being a host

very seriously. They are the epitome of the words

welcoming and best-host. This may very well have

something to do with doing things “The Bulldog Way”. A

HUGE thank you to PHS for always saying están en su casa,

or this is your home too! We are especially grateful to all

of your yes-es and your we can do that responses to our

frantic last minutes needs. Thank you!



Robinson: From the Ground Up  

This school identified a need and is off to a great start

with an idea we just had to share! Students, staff and

parents are collaboratively working toward developing

a mission statement for their school. A recent ATP

meeting provided parents the opportunity to provide

voice and ideas toward this.



Stevens:  A Hope for Hunger

ATP events are a great way

to share upcoming

opportunities, information,

reminders and of course

foodstuff! The 2nd Harvest

mobile food bank provided

boxed perishable and non-

perishable items for all

families to take home after

a recent STEM event.

MISSION:  Fighting hunger, feeding hope: Second Harvest brings community resources 

together to feed people in need through empowerment, education and partnerships.



Twain:  The What & the Why…

The 6 Types of Involvement

are one of the fundamental

pieces of the ATP model.

Twain recently reviewed the

types at an ATP meeting as a

reminder of why they are

important to consider when

planning/implementing

partnership events. Can you

name the other three ATP

fundamentals?

1) ATP, 2) OYP, 3) 6 Types and 4) Evaluation



Whittier:  Not Just for Books Anymore! 

Did you know that the Mid Columbia

Libraries has digital resources

available that range from learning a

foreign language, preparing for

citizenship to sharpening your

Microsoft skillset? Whittier’s ATP

recently had Criselda Ballardo from

the Pasco Branch share the many

free tools, events and resources the

MCL offers our community!


